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IMAGE ANALYSIS PLATFORM FOR IDENTIFYING

ARTIFACTS IN SAMPLES AND LABORATORY CONSUMABLES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims the priority of U.S. provisional patent application

No. 61/1 14,821 filed November 14 2008, which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety,

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Embodiments of the invention are directed to high resolution image acquisition,

spectroscopy and processing instruments and methods of analyzing the quality o f a sample

and laboratory consumable.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The vast majority of drug and probe discovery institutions possess large U O to

106 member) compound libraries for high-throughput screening (HTS) purposes. Since the

cost of screening library compound averages between $ 10-100/mg, most institutions have

implemented a compound management (CM) paradigm to efficiently steward this valuable

asset. CM paradigms vary front institute to institute, but in general the stewardship of HTS

compound libraries is shared between CM and HTS department staff.

[0004] HTS operations have benefitted greatly from the availability of relatively

inexpensive and standardized plastic consumables for storage of compound libraries.

Currently, Polypropylene (PP) microtube racks (MTRs) and PP microliter plates (MTPs) are

the most popular consumables for storage of HTS compound libraries. Copies of compound

libraries destined HTS efforts are typically distributed in a variety of formats and containers,

but two paradigms currently predominate. The most popular is the "daughter plate" paradigm.

In this case a large aliquot of the compound library (approximately 10 - 100 microliters per

compound dissolved i DMSO) is removed from the compound stocks ("mother plates") and

distributed to the HTS operation in "daughter" microliter plates (MTPs). As screeners

execute multiple HTS campaigns, successive nanoliter to microliter aliqυots are removed

from the daughter MTP and added to HTS assay MTPs. In this scenario, a daughter plate is

expected to last anywhere from several months to years. Compound libraries can also be

distributed in an "assay ready" format, where small volumes of each library compound

(approximately nanoliiers to microliters of compound dissolved in DMSO) are transferred



directly to an HTS-compalible assay MTP; assay reagents are then added to this same plate as

part of the HTS protocol, a tJhe entire plate i discarded upon completion of the assay.

[0005] The evolution o f reliable HTS automation and acceptance of HTS methodology

has caused the si/e o f institutional screening libraries to balloon. As a compound is solvated.

formatted into a storage container and distributed to scientists for testing, it is subject to the

introduction of artifacts. Since most institutions use similar equipment and procedures to

manage and store their HTS compound libra ri es a targe body of relevant research has been

conducted on where an artifact is introduced into compound libraries (Ko/ikowski et al. 2001

The effect o f free/e/thaw cycles on the stability of compounds in DMSO. In 7th Annual

Conference of the Society o f Biomolecular Screening. Baltimore: Ko/ikowski et al. J Hiomol

Screen, 8, 210-5.2003; Cheng et al. JBiomol Screen, 8, 292-304, 2003; Bowes et al, J

Biomol Screen, 2006). The most common artifact stems from the tt.se of DMSO to dissolve

MTS compound libraries. Although it is well known as a "universal" solvent, it is also

hygroscopic. The presence of water in HTS compound libraries has a deleterious effect the

solubility {and stability) o f certain compounds. This source o f compound precipitation (and

degradation) is exacerbated by repeated free/e-tha\v cycles, or by storage o f compounds for

extended periods o f time in uncontrolled atmospheres, empty versus full wells e.g. on a

screening platform during an HTS campaign.

SUMMARY

[0006] TIi is Summary is provided to present a summary of the invention to briefly

indicate the nature and substance of the invention. It is submitted with the understanding that

it will not be used to interpret or limit the scope or meaning of the claims.

[0007] The systems pros ided herein address an unmet need in high throughput screening

(HTS) compound library management quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC). The

systems perform at least six simultaneous measurements and or analysis of results in a

noninvasive fashion, namely: (a) determining the volume of a liquid sample in wells (or

microlubes) containing liquid sample, (b) detection of precipitate, objects or artifacts within

microliter plate wells, (c) classification of colored samples in microliter plate wells or

microtubes; (d) determination of water concentration (i.e. contaminant); (e) air bubbles; (f)

problems with the actual plate. H also may employ methods to remediate certain artifact,

such as the contaminant described in (d) above.



[0008] hi a preferred embodiment, the system comprises an full spectrum, ultraviolet,

visible, infrared or near infra red light source for irradiating a consumable or consumable

comprising a sample; at least one lens in optical alignment with light transmitted through or

reflected from the sample; at least one sensor for detecting reflected light from the sample

and/or light transmitted through the sample; a computer or processor running software for

processing and analyzing the reflected or transmitted light.

[0009] In another preferred embodiment, the system optionally comprises at least one

filter in optical alignment with the light source and/or sensor for receiving light emitted from

the light source, or transmitted through or reflected from the sample.

[0010] In another preferred embodiment, at least one sensor is in optical alignment with

at least one lens for focusing light reflected from or transmitted through the consumable or

consumable comprising a sample.

[0011] In another preferred embodiment, the sensor is a image sensor and captures an

image of the reflected or transmitted light from the consumable or consumable comprising a

sample.

[0012] In another preferred embodiment, the captured images are standardized prior to

analysis by the software.

[0013] In yet another preferred embodiment, the standardization of images by the

software comprises at least one step of: selecting an area of interest for analysis;

compensating for environmental artifacts; comparing each pixel value to an assigned

threshold value; identifying and enhancing objects; and segmenting the image. In one aspect,

a Bayer filter spectral profile analysis of color space (RGB, HIS, ClE) data is conducted.

Preferably, the standardized image is analyzed and results stored. In another aspect, only

light within a specified bandpass is analyzed.

[0014] In another preferred embodiment, the system comprises a user interface. In a

preferred embodiment the user interface is a graphical user interface. In another

embodiment, the user interface is combined with one or more databases to store, query, and

retrieve relevant sample information, for example.

[0015] In another preferred embodiment, the sensor comprises a charge-coupled device

(CCD). visible, IJV, Near-Infra Red (NlR), or FPA NTR camera, or a single sensor capable of

measuring more than one region of the light spectrum.



[0016] hi anolher preferred embodiment, a method of detecting and analyzing artifacts in

a consumable or consumable comprising a sample, comprises the steps of irradiating the

sample with ultraviolet, \ isible, infra red or near infra red light, or a bandwidth of interest;

capturing an image of iight reflected from the sample or transmitted through the sample; and,

processing and analyzing the image.

[0017] In another preferred embodiment, the software standardizes the image prior to

analysis id standardizing comprising at least one step of; selecting an area of interest for

analysis: compensating for environmental artifacts: comparing each pixel value to an

assigned threshold value; identifying and enhancing objects: and, segmenting the image.

[0018] In anolher preferred embodiment, analyzing comprises measuring at least one of:

consumable quality; sample \olume, quantitative determination of DMSO and water

quantities; precipitation color classification, or contaminant remediation.

[0019] Other aspects are described infra.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] Figure 1 is a scan of a photograph showing an embodiment of the High-

Resolution Image Acquisition and Processing Instrument (HIAPl). In this embodiment, the

HlAPI is configured for visible iight illumination "bottom read" mode. The consumable (e.g.

microliter plate) is placed on. the stage (120), a image is captured by the graphical user

interface (GUI) software which then displays the results. Analysis is completed in about 1

minute for a 384-wei) plate.

[0021] Figure 2 is a scan of a photograph showing a page of the graphical user interface

(GUI). Through the selection of one of the radio buttons, the different functionalities of the

HIAPl can be accessed.

[0022] Figure is a schematic illustration of HlAPI image acquisition, standardization

and analysis process. Once an image is captured by the MAPI's optical subsystem, the image

is passed to the MAPI's computer memory for processing and analysis. Data retrieval for

offline analysis is also illustrated.

[0023] Figure 4 shows examples of MTP well types from a Greiner 4-w polypropylene

plate. (Letl to Right) A normal DMSO filled well, partial filled well, colored compound.



precipitated compound, and a empty well are analyzed using the MATLAS software

applications.

[0024] Figure 5A is n grnph showing n NlR spectral overlay of 70-100% SO

samples. Figure 5B is a graph showing a quantitative DMSO analysis at 1.18 microns.

Figure 5C is a scan of a photograph showing NIR imaging of DMSO 'alse colors) tilled

wells within a 384 polypropylene plate, at OµL, 20µL, 40µL. 60µL, and XOµL of volume.

Figure 5D shows a linear regression n fit to the well data using the central 6,4(K) pixels.

Figure 5E is a scan of a photograph showing the NIR imaging of water in DMSO (false

colors) using a 3X4 polypropylene plate (empty wells shown in orange). Six wells from top

left to bottom right were filled with 0%. 5%. 10%, \ 5%, 20% and 25% water (w/w) in

DMSO. Figure 5F shows a second order regression and fit to the AOI (6,400 central pixels)

of each well. Figure 5G shows a NIR spectral overlay of 0-30% Water/DMSO. Figure 511

shows quantitative water analysis by NlR at 1.55 microns. Figure 5 1 is a plot showing NlR

results from a polypropylene plate at 1.2 mm thickness. Figure 5J is a plot showing NIR

results from 100 inM acetaminophen in 75% DMSO and 75% DMSO alone.

[0025] Figure A is a scan of a photograph showing: Top- six wells were imaged using

visible light (left) and NlR light (right). The wells contents are (top left) 1) Empty. 2) 100-

niM Yellow-#5 dye: 3) 100-mM Bhιe-#i dye; 4) Green dye (blue-yellow combined): 5)

DMSO: 6) 100-mM red-#40 dye. Figure 6B is a bar graph plot of the average pixel value

(1,000 pixel average) confirming the lack of any color distinction by NIR.

[0026] Figure 7 left panel, is a scan of a photograph showing NIR images (displayed

from upper left to lower right) of precipitate; dissolved compound ("normal"); a large air

bubble and crystallization in different wells of NUNC 4 well polypropylene plate. Left

panel shows a pixel profile which transects across each corresponding well o f the plate

depicting how the signal intensity and shape varies with each phenomena.

[0027] Figure , top panel, is a scan of a NlR image showing a NUNC 4 polypropylene

compound plate imaged by the NiR-HIAPl system. The bottom panel shows row "1" of the

plate which contains different artifacts in each well and these artifacts are correlated to a

pixel profile transect. The empty wells have higher narrow peaks than full wells

(height/width variance), while defects such as crystallization show up as a jagged profile.

Bubbles typically manifest as an irregular profile with a sharp signal drop along one or both

edges of a well.



[0028] Figure 9 show s 1AmL screw-top tubes imaged using the NIR-HlAPl system over

a 52mm pathlength. DMSO filled, water filled and empiy lubes are distinct visually and by

pixel profile transect.

[0029] Figure 10 is a schematic illustration showing an embodiment of the High-

resolυtion image .Acquisition and Processing Instrument (HlAPl) configuration scheme. The

white boxes represent subsystems that are used for visible light applications o the HlAPl,

the boxes represent added functionality for NlR applications and barcode scanning.

[0030] Figure 11 is a schematic illustration showing an embodiment of the NlR-HlAPI

configuration scheme. This embodiment shows a configuration in a bottom-read mode.

Other embodiments include combination of the sensors, such as, for example combining vis,

NlR.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0031] High-resolution image acquisition and processing systems for detecting

undesirable physical properties that may affect results in assays are provided. The system

comprises one or more of: n image acquisition system; a light diffuser or emitter: sensors;

fillers; a consumable staging mechanism; algorithms lor the processing, classifying and

analysis of the information; a graphical user interface; interfacing means to a computer or

computing system.

[0032] Embodiments of the systems or instruments detect undesirable physical properties

("artifact" in microliter plates tubes in an automated fashion. Such undesirable physical

properties include, but not limited to: (1) Compound precipitate crystallization; (2) Full,

empty or partially-filled microliter plate wells or microtubes: (3) Colored (including

fluorescent) compounds; (4) Contaminant, such as water \n DMSO; (5) Objects, bubbles,

artifacts; ((») Quality of plate itself Remediation of contaminant may also be desired. These

systems for example, the High-resolution Image Acquisition and Processing Instrument

(HlAPl), accomplishes its analysis by innovative application of machine vision. HTS

imaging and, most recently. NlR imaging and contaminain reducing technologies.

[0033] In another embodiment, a further system, termed herein, the Near-InfRared-High-

resolutiort Image Acquisition and Processing Instrument (NIR-HIAPI), comprises a near infra

red camera. This system lias many advantages, including alleviating the tedious and time

consuming activities associated with IiTS compound library QA QC. Both the HIAPI and



NlR-HlAPI systems address these issues. Other advantages include, performing

measurements in the most common consumables used by HTS a compound management

(CM) labs. n one embodiment, the system, for example, HfAPl, comprises a specialized

lelecentric iens that images an entire microliter plate simultaneously, such that analysis

throughput is much faster {< I minuie ate) ihan competitive instrumentation that employ, for

example, nephelometric or acoustic detection technologies. There is no single instrument that

is capable of identifying all the physical properties (artifacts) listed above. Further, the

instrument is simple o use. requiring litile/no calibration in routine use.

[0034] In embodiments of the invention, the HlAPf system performs five simultaneous

QA measurements in a noninvasive fashion namely: (a) quantify sample volume; (b) flag

empty compound wells, (c) quantify hydration level of DMSO, (d) detect compound

precipitation, and (e) classify potential assay inierferants from colorimettic analysis. In

addition, micro-scale remediation technology, amenable io high density (i.e. 384-welIs. 1536-

wells) micro-tiler plate (MTP) formats, will also recover compromised compounds.

[0035] Examples of uses for the systems include, but not limited to: (i) rapid and non¬

destructive analysis of microtiler plates (MTP) and their compound contents. Al image

acquisition speeds of 125 Hz, data acquisition is rapid allowing for simultaneous assessment

of all wells across a MTP. NlR complements HiAPI by providing alternative confirmation of

problem wells. The NIR-HIAPl image of the MTP'tube plastic can reveal potential defects

or damage to the plate itself that may hamper iis proper use with ILTS automation, (ii)

Quantitative determination of DMSO and water quantities: unlike visible light imaging,

DMSO and water are both visible and distinct in the NlR range. NIR-HIAPI will quantify

water absorbed and provide a spatial record of hygroscopic changes and edge-effects (iii)

Inventory solution volume: NIR absorbance is linearly dependent on palh-length and hence

well volume. Calibrated micro-liter plales can be quickly assessed for remaining volume of

the compound solute. Since low levels of compounds (<1 OCmM) will not interfere,

calibration by plate type is all that is needed making implementation direct and simple (iv)

QC with respect to precipitation and homogeneity: detection of compromised wells with

translucent crystal precipitates can be difficult under standard visible light image analysis.

However the strong CH-bond multimode vibrational absorbance in NIR is easily detected and

universal for all organic compounds. The long wavelength of the NlR region (O.7-2.5µm)

creates significant light diffraction resulting in a vivid visualization of defects such as

bubbles, droplets, surface tension changes and crystallization. A HIAPl instrument with NIR



capabilities will analv/e micro-tiler plates in less than a minute providing unsurpassed

throughput. HIAPl or NlR-HlAPl analysis time is independent o f well density (96, 384,

1536 etc) waking it forward compatible and adaptable. Unlike HPLC. operational costs and

materials consumed per assay is essentially nil (electricity). Other uses include, but not

limited to; Chemical Imaging, D Fourier Transformation, Hyperspectral imaging,

rø υltispectral imaging, pixel line analyses, real-time analysis, convolution functional analysis,

machine vision and the like.

[0036] Ln a preferred embodiment, the systems can be used at different temperatures or

have the means to heat. cool, o r stabilize the temperature. For example, a consumable or

sample can be heated to temperatures above room temperature, or cooled below room

temperatures. In one embodiment, the sample may be placed on a heating or cooling device,

or the system comprises a chamber that the sample is placed in and the temperature regulated.

In other embodiments the sample can be subjected to different types of atmospheres. For

example, nitrogen or carbon dioxide etc., can be pumped into a chamber comprising a sample

or consumable; the atmosphere can be acidic, basic etc. n one embodiment, the chamber is

air tight so as to allow for controlled conditions. Oilier examples of temperatures comprise:

Ambient, Room temperature. 4 \ -20°C, - OX , Peltier. Examples of gas baths comprise

Ar, N j and the like.

[0037] HTS molecular screening requires a considerable financial investment in

acquiring and maintaining large and diverse chemical libraries. In compound management

(CM) operations, quality standards are needed to ensure the integrity of a HTS chemical

library throughout its lifecycle. To date, no universal standard has been adopted that can

rapidly access compounds in a noninvasive and nondestructive fashion. Pharmaceutical

libraries solvated in DMSO can degrade overtime with water absorption through storage

handling processing. Moreover, screening campaigns bear additional expenses from false

results due to screens that include collections of unacceptable quality, e.g. precipitates,

bubbles, volumes, defects in the consumables and the like. The systems described herein, can

bridge this critical need by providing rapid assessment of quality, quantity and level o f

hydration,

[0038] In a preferred embodiment, an innovative compound library QAfQC instrument,

the High-resolution Image Acquisition and Processing Instrument (HIAPI) is shown in Figure

1. The instrument shown in Figure 1 is merely for illustrative purposes and is not meant to be

limiting nor construed as such. Using a hi-resoiution CCD camera (lOO)and telecentric lens



combination (110), it is configured to image the top or bottom of an HTS consumable , e.g.

microliter plate or microtube receiver rack containing compounds. The consumable can be.

for example, a microliter piate comprising %-welis, 384 wells, 1536 wells or more. Other

types of consumables can be used without limitation. Once an image is captured the HlAPI

employs custom digital-image processing algorithms to identify the most common artifacts

that were observed in the compound libraries, such a for example, missed (or partially filled)

wells, wells where a compound has precipitated, or wells containing colored compounds.

This task is performed rapidly, about 1minute for a 384 well plate. The system or instrument

is also capable of outputiing the results of the analysis to a dale file and archiving images to a

database for future reference.

[0039] Figure 1 is an illustrative example of die HIΛP 1 instrument or system. In this

example, the HIAPI comprises a color CCD camera (100), imaging lens (HO), mkroplale

stage (120) and brightfieid illumination system (130). The hardware is mounted on an optical

table ( 140) and connected to a high-speed laptop computer via a Fire Wire interlace (150).

Some of the distinguishing features of the HIAPl from industrial vision appliances include

the combination of a telocentric lens with a high-resolution progressive scan CCD camera.

The telecentric lens is capable of imaging all the wells of a standard microtiter plate or tube

rack without need for repositioning the plate and with negligible perspective error; when the

camera is mounted with the telecentric lens, the HIAPl is able to resolve features less than 1

mm in diameter with minimal vignettting and a depth of focus that is forgiving to plates that

may be slightly out of ANSI-defined tolerances. In the HlAPl configuration embodiment

shown in Figure 1. illumination is provided via coaxial diffuse lighting, which is specifically

suited for imaging applications where the target object is highly specular in nature. For

example, microtiter plates are primarily manufactured from polypropylene, which fits into

this category. The camera is communicably linked to a computer or processor. For example,

the FireWire based camera was chosen to allow greater independence when choosing a

software development p Ia iform, as the FireWire interface is supported by all major operating

systems and image acquisition/processing/analysis software packages. However, other types

of sensors and interfaces can be used, including wireless interfacing. Examples of sensors

(single or array of) comprise: CCD, Photodiode, Photo multiplier tube, IR-NlR. arrays, Focal

Plane Array, InGaAs phoiodelecior ; VisGaAs photodetector, InSb photodetector, Quantum

Well Infrared photodetector and the like.



[0040] The sensor, see. for example, Figure I (COD camera; 100) may be atvy device

adapted for magnifying, illuminating and recording a digital image of at least a portion of the

test object containing a target. This device may have a built-in magnification and

illumination feature or may have an attachment dial prov ides these features. In an

embodiment, a lens-based device attachment may be used in conjunction with a standard

digital camera, CCD etc., to illuminate, magnify and capture a digital image of an image. In

particular, the lens-based device may illuminate and magnify an image. The lens-based

device may include a housing, at least one light source for illuminating an image in a

predetermined frequency range. fιlter(s), and a lens for magnifying the image. Similar lens-

based devices field microscopes or other illuminating and/or magnifying attachments may be

fitted to virtually any form of portable or non-portable digital image capturing device,

including various types of digital cameras, scanners, cell-phones, PDAs, etc.

[0041] In general, the HlAPl system comprises dual-image analysis using visible and

infrared camera technologies. Custom hardware compatible to future robotic integration will

apply "machine vision" appliances, with optics and image analysis software. Near Infrared

(NlR) imaging can provide quantitative Chemical Imaging (Cl) o f compound micro-plates

and readily determine sample volume and hydration levels. Unlike conventional QA'QC

technologies that perform sequential sample analysis, the H PI will perform image analyses

simultaneously on the entire MTP field and will not be time limited to any appreciable extent

by the format density (i.e. 96-vv, 384-w. 1536-w). Most importantly, compound libraries can

be subjected to rapid QA/QC prior to a HTS screening campaign to provide critical and

timely validation of the data. In one embodiment, micro-scale remediation technology

integrates zeolites with liquid handler micro- fluidic workstations to provide selective water

removal and recovery of precipitated compounds in compromised microliter storage plates.

[0042] Remediation means to remove a contaminant from the sample(e.g. compound Sc

DMSO). In one embodiment, water is a contaminant of a sample and is preferably removed.

For example, material (e.g. zeolite, liquid chromatography material) is added to the sample

well that will act as a "selective sponge. - Once it is in contact with the sample, it will soak

up the water that has contaminated the sample. After the water is removed by the "selective

sponge", the "selective sponge" is removed from the sample. Now that the sample has no

water in it, compounds that have precipitated due to water insolubility go back into the

DMSO solution.



[0043] The selective sponge can be /eolite, liquid chromatography material or .similar

material; it can be added us a bead suspension directly io the well, or can be embedded in a

pipette tip. capillary, microliter plate lid, etc It can be attached to an automated mandrel that

dips in the well, tor example an automated pipettor, etc.

[0044] Although in some embodiments, removal of water is preferred, other contaminants

(e.g. unwanted chemical species such as byproducts of a organic synthesis) can also be

removed; using different materials to accomplish this.

[0045] In preferred embodiments, the systems described herein, comprise: manual, semi-

automated, fully automated systems or combinations thereof.

[0046] To date, HTS compatible instrumentation is inadequate or nonexistent to qualify

and maintain the vast and ever growing small molecule repositories used. Chemical Imaging

and machine vision analysis is adaptable to future developments in micro-array formatting

and easily integrated into existing robotic platforms or compound management systems.

Success in this endeavor will produce technology that can be leveraged to government,

academic screening facilities, and the biotech pharmaceutical industry to reduce expenses and

improve the quality and stewardship of HTS drug discovery libraries.

[0047] U should be understood that the programs, processes, methods and systems

described herein are not related or limited to any particular type of computer or network

system (hardware or software), unless indicated otherwise. Various types of general purpose

or specialized hardware and-'or computer systems may be used with or perform operations in

accordance with the teachings described herein.

[0048] In preferred embodiment, light from a light source may be captured by the

sensor for example. CCD, whether the light is reflected and or transmitted. The systems

described herein can measure light that has been reflected, emitted, transmitted, refracted,

polari/ed; also absorbance, transmiitance. phosphorescence, luminescence and the like by

compound, artifact contaminant, or the consumable itself.. The light can be any wavelength

or can be from a light source emitting particular wavelengths or frequency ranges. The

predetermined frequency range includes ultraviolet light frequency and an infrared light

frequency. The light sources may emit a concentrated portion of light on a particular area of

the consumable or sample in a consumable, or may be diffused over, for example a microliter

plate. In a preferred embodiment, the system comprises a device to diffuse light or may

include a function to diffuse light placed in optical alignment with the light source. The light



dirt user de\ ice ma\ be an\ shape. For example, for an e\ en distribution of light over the

consumable the light diffuser may be shaped as a "ribbed" cone. DiiT ser devices may also

be purchased commercially.

[0049] In another preferred embodiment, the wavelength of the light emitted by the light

source may be broadened and- or narrowed by a light filter. The light filler may include a

colored filter, a split field fitter, a polari/ed filter or any other filter used in digital

photography or spectroscopy. The filter can function Io assist in \ iewing and'or capturing

images. The light filter may be a long pass filter, short pass filter, or a band pass filter. A

long pass filter functions to transmit a wide spectral band of long wavelength radiation

thereby blocking short wavelength radiation. A short pass filter functions to transmit a wide

spectral band of short wavelength radiation thereby blocking long wavelength radiation.

Examples of filters comprise without limitation, one or more of: Polari/ed, Attenuated,

dichroic, emission, excitation, Longpass, Shortpass, Bandpass. Notch Coated, Dielectric,

light diffuser.

[0050] The t>pe of light source can be varied. In many cases, the light source may be a

LED, incandescent bulb, fluorescent bulb, or halogen bulb. LEDs have advantages because

they are typically of small si/e, but still produce a substantial amount of light versus the

amount of power they consume. The light source may provide constant illumination or a

momentary flash timed to coincide with image acquisition. The Hash device or other light

source may include a filter to tailor the illumination spectrum. Power can be deli\ ered to the

light source by any electrical power source, including battery power is preferred to make the

lens-based device mobile and independent of its proximity to a stationary power supply, such

as an electrical outlet.

[0051] In another preferred embodiment, a light source comprises a single light source,

an array of light sources comprising the same light source or a combination of different light

sources. Examples include, without limitation: blackbody radiator, IR, UV. visible, laser,

monochromatic, polychromatic, LED, tungsten-halogen, quartz-tungsten halogen, Mg arc

lamp, Xe arc lamp, or Electroluminescence.

[0052] In one embodiment, light is provided by one or more laser sources, and or an

illumination lamp, such as. for example, a xenon (Xe) lamp, or a mercury (Hg) lamp

optimized for broadband illumination. Examples of lasers include, but not limited to a solid

state lasei providing UV/ violet light, such as, for example, a gallium nitride laser diode



operating at wavelengths i the range of 0 nm to 420 nm; a solid state laser operating in

the red. such as, for example, a diode laser operating at wavelengths i the range from of 630

nm to 670 nm, such as, for example, an AlOaInP laser diode.

|00S3| In another embodiment, the light source comprises a laser diode operating in the

red (e.g., from about 630-670 nm) a laser diode operating in the green (e.g. from about 500-

550 nm), and a laser diode operating in the violet (e.g. from about 380-460 nm). In one

version, the red, green and violet laser diodes are operated to provide both "white light" to

serve as an illumination light source and excitation light. For example corrected broadband

illumination ("white light") can be provided by controlling the intensity and bandwidth of the

light that reaches the tissue from each the three laser diodes. Excitation light could e.g., then

be provided by the violet laser diode, by frequency doubling the light from the red laser diode

(e.g., with a KTiOPCi (KTP) crystal), or both, to provide one or more excitation wavelengths.

[0054] In one embodiment, the system comprises an optical table upon which the

consumable is placed. Although, neither the consumable nor the camera is required to move

in order to provide the analysis of the consumable or sample in a consumable, the camera

may be mounted such as to allow movement of the camera. In other preferred embodiments,

the light source, filters, diffusers etc., can be stationary or have the ability to move in any

directions or angles, depending on how the user would desire the system to be configured.

Examples of different configurations of the system comprise: stage movable, lens and/or

sensor fixed; stage fixed, lens 'o r sensor movable, lens fixed, sensor /or stage movable;

epi-il)umina ιion imaging , trans-illumination imaging, split-beam dual detector systems,

diffuse axial illumination imaging directional illumination imaging, glance illumination

imaging, diffuse illumination imaging, darkfield illumination imaging, backlighting

illumination imaging or any combinations thereof.

[0055] The components of the system may be interconnected via any suitable means

including over a network, e.g. the HlAPI to the processor or computing device. The

processor may take tiie foπn of a portable processing device that may be carried by an

individual user e.g. lap top, and data can be transmitted to or received from any device, such

as for example, server, laptop, desktop, PDA, cell phone capable of receiving data,

BLACKBERRY I and the like. In some embodiments of the im entton. the system and the

processor may be inlegiated into a single unit. In another example, a wireless device can be

used to receive an image and forward it to another processor over a telecommunications

network, for example, a text or multi-media message.



[0056] The functions o the piocessoi need not be carried out on a single processing

device. They may. instead be distributed among a plurality of processors, which may be

interconnected over a network. Further, the information can be encoded using encryption

methods, e.g. SSL, prior to transmitting over a network or remote user. The information

required for decoding the captured encoded images taken from test objects may be stored in

databases that are accessible to various users over the same or a different network.

[0057] In some embodiments, the data is saved to a data storage device and can be

accessed through a web site. Authorized users can log onto the web sue, upload scanned

images and immediately receive results on their browser. Results can also be stored in a

database for future re\ iews.

[0058] In some embodiments, a web-based service may be implemented using standards

for interface and data representation, such as SOAP and XML, to enable third parlies to

connect their information services and software to the data. This approach would enable

seamless data request/response flow among diverse platforms and software applications.

[0059] hi another preferred embodiment, the system comprises a plurality or array of

SeIiSOiS. Each sensor may differ, for example, a CCD camera and a NlR camera. See, for

example, Figure 11. Other examples of sensors comprise CCD. Photodiode, Photo multiplier

tube, IR-NlR arrays. Focal Plane Array. InGaAs photodetector; VisGaAs photodeteclor,

InSb photodetector, Quantum Well Infrared photodetector or combinations thereof. In

general, the detector system comprises a charge coupled device (CCD), a CMOS imaging

device or other pixellated imaging sensor. In addition, in preferred embodiments of the

systems of the present invention, the detector system includes a frame grabber to acquire

images, e.g.. of the consumable under investigation, Preferably, images are acquired for

every reference location in a consumable and consumable comprising a sample from which

spectra are obtained.

[0060] In another preferred embodiment, the image may optionally be magnified by the

image acquisition device or a lens-based device used in conjunction with the image

acquisition device. The image acquisition device may include a magnifying lens with

magnification capability or an attachment having lens with magnification capability. The

magnifying lens ma> magnify the image for viewing and/or capturing. The magnifying lens

may allow an image to be viewed and or captured from about 0.(U microns to 10 microns. In

some embodiments, (he lens may be a 10-60' lens. The lens may be inlet changeable and



may interact with a zoom lens or regular lens of the image acquisition device. The lens may

interact with the flash of a image acquisition device. Further, the lens may interact with the

image acquisition device to increase or decrease the magnification of the image. The

magnification of the lens may be manual or automatic. Additionally, the lens may be a

physical lens or an electronic/digital lens. Other examples of lens comprise Telocentric,

Achromatic, Wide angle. High F-number , Low F-number, Zoom, Quart/, Borosilicale. glass,

plastic, sapphire; imaging fiber-optics or combinations thereof.

[006J { Ln a preferred embodiment, a magnified digital image of the test object is captured

using the image acquisition device (100). The captured digital image may include all or a

portion of the object. The captured digital image may be configured so that only the target

area (Area of Creation) is captured or may be configured so that the target area is included in

a larger view. In either case, the captured image may also include identifiable orientation

marks that allow the identification and proper orientation of the target area portion of the

captured digital image. The captured digital image may be downloaded to or sent to a

processor. At the graphical user interface (see, for example, Figure 2) the captured digital

image is viewed and or processed by the processor. Some or all of the processor may be co-

located with the inspection site (i.e., the location where the digital image of the test object is

captured) and some or all of the processor may be remote from the inspection site. Iu either

case, the processor may be connected to the image acquisition system over a network. The

captured digital image may be transmitted over the network i any manner such as by e-mail

or other transfer process. In some embodiments, the digital image may be transmitted over a

wireless telephone or other telecommunications network. It can also be sent as an attachment

to any form of e-mail or text or multi-media message.

[0062] In another preferred embodiment the system comprises a user interface. 1 a

preferred embodiment, the user interface is a graphical user interface. Referring to Figure 2

which represents one embodiment of the graphical user interface (GUI), was written in

MATLAB*. MATLAB* is a high-level technical computing language and interactive

environment for algorithm development, data visualization, data analysis, and numeric

compulation. However, any computing programming language can be used in designing and

implementing in the graphical user interface.

[0063] A variety of software packages which are commercially available can be

employed in embodiments of the invention. For example. National Instruments Vision

Builder (NIVB) and MATLAB* for HIAPl's image analysis applications. Both these



software packages provide a library o f common image piocessing and analysis toolboxes,

these ItX)Is allow de\ elopment to focus on implementation of novel solutions by pulling from

a library of well proven algorithms and functions. Other examples of software packages

include: Deblurring, Enhancement, Image Arithmetic. Image Registration, Image

Segmentation, Spatial Trans formation. Measuring Image Features and Transforms processing

algorithms. In MATLAB", these algorithms are accessed by calling them as functions witJh

various parameters, such as an image frame, passed through to the function. HIAPI

commands may be issued in a command window for immediate processing or written with

other commands into MATLAB* M-ftles which can be later executed. NIVB provides

functionality similar to that which is available in MATLAB*. however NfVB allows users to

construct imaging applications through a graphical user interface (GUI). This allows the user

to drag and drop components into a workspace, connect them as needed and set parameters

without having to write an> code.

[0064] In some embodiments, the data processor may implement an analysis program

and or functionality of t e methods of the present invention as software on a general purpose

computer. In addition, such a program may set aside portions o f a computer's random access

memory to provide control logic that affects the analysis program, light source control,

detector systems spectra acquisition, and the operations with and on the measured images. In

such an embodiment, the program may be written in any one o f a number o f high-level

languages, such as FORTRAN, PASCAL. C. O or BASIC. Further, the program may be

written in a script, macro or functionality embedded in commercially available software,

such as EXCEL or VISUAL BASIC. Additionally, the software could be implemented in an

assembly language directed to a microprocessor resident on a computer. For example, the

software could be implemented in Intel 80 8 assembly language if it were configured to run

on an FBM PC or PC clone. The software or code may be embedded on an article of

manufacture including, but not limited to, computer usable medium such as a hard drive

device, a CD-ROM, a DVD-ROM, or a computer diskette, programmable logic controller.

BASIC-STAMP, microchip, etc. ha\ing computer readable program code segments stored

thereon.

[0065] It will be apparent to those o f ordinary skill in the art that methods involved in the

system and method for light scattering spectroscopy may be embodied in a computer program

product that includes a computer usable medium. For example, such a computer usable

medium can include a readable memory device, such as, a hard drive device, a CD-ROM, a



DVD-ROM oi a computer diskette, having computer readable progiam code segments stored

thereon. The computer readable medium can also include a communications or transmission

medium, such as, a bus or a communications link, either optical, wired, or wireless having

program code segments carried thereon as digital or analog data signals.

[0066] The processor may be configured to automatically carry out some or all of the

remaining steps of the method as described in detail in the examples section which follows.

If necessary, the software or algorithms may compare the object or consumable, via the

captured image frames or images with certain predetermined criteria or controls, which may

include an expected control. Also, if the image is an encoded image, the processor may

decode the image. In such instances, the processor may determine one or more of the

encoding parameters used to encode the image. The number of parameters required may

depend on the specific digital decoding methodology used. The encoding parameters may be

obtained from data storage where they are placed at the time of encoding. This data storage

may be a part of or co-located with the processor or may be disposed in a separate database

processor or sen er accessible to the processor over a network. The data storage may also

take the foπn of a magnetic stripe, laser card, smart card, processor chip, memory chip, flash

memory, sample ID or bar code, which can be applied or attached to or otherwise associated

with an object to which an image is applied. The encoding parameters may be object-specific

or may be constant for a particular set of objects. In some embodiments, some or all of the

encoding parameters may be received with an encoding request or determined from the

content of the image.

[0067] In some embodiments, the method may be adapted to determine whether the

captured image or certain captured frames comprise micro-printing or rasters formed as a

particular shape. Such printing devices may be identified in both encoded and non-encoded

images.

[0068] The processor may use object landmarks to orient the target area of the captured

digital image for viewing and or decoding. These landmarks may be based on the inherent

geometry or topology of the object or may be specifically applied. The presence of such

landmarks could be used as an initial check It will be understood by those of ordinary skill

in the ait that if the digital image is captured in such a way that the object is always oriented

in exactly the same way relative to the image acquisition device, there may be no need for

digital orientation of the captured image. For example, if the test objects are documents that



can be precisely positioned for scanning, the orientation of the target aiea may be sufficiently

constant that orientation of the captured digital image is unnecessary.

[0069] If a comparison is desired, this may involve a sequence of criteria beginning with

whether an image is even present in the target area. If an image is present, it may be directly

compared to a control image or compared to any number of images which may have been

stored or are being captured as part of the quality control and quality assurance, for example,

variation parameters within set of consumables or manufactured lots of consumables or

consumables comprising a sample, can be determined. Titus, if there is a large variation

between lots or within a lot then these may be eliminated from being sent to a user. The

samples and consumables can be further processed to provide a result that can be compared

to a control image or information derivable from control or images from a manufactured

designated lot. Thus, verifying the quality of the consumables may comprise, inter alia, the

actions of viewing the captured image an/or comparing it to an expected image, decoding the

image, and deriving information from the captured image or a decoded version of the

captured image.

[0070] Optical magnification may be used in conjunction with the digital decoding

method to reduce the influence of imperfections in the captured digital image and improve

the ability to sample the captured digital image in some embodiments, the methodology

samples one or more lines of the captured digital image at certain desired frequencies and

angles. For example, one or more sampled lines of the captured digital image may be

combined to generate one line of a result. The optical magnification of the image can

determine the actual pixel spacing between the sampled lines. The physical spacing of the

image should match the lines spacing used during the analysis of the control, or the line

spacing of the eqirnalent magnifying lens. The number of pixels between the sampled lines

of the magnifying lens is calculated. A physical measurement, such as picture of a

calibration grid, ma> be used to obtain a scale factor for the magnifying lens. The physical

measurement may be calculated automatically. The methodology enhances the sampled lines

of the captured digital image to remove any gaps between lines to produce a result.

[0071] Although not necessary with the systems of the invention and embodiments

thereof, when viewing and/or capturing an image one may also consider determining the

actual pixel -per-inch iesolution of the captured image; and compensate for the different types

of geometrical distortion that can be induced by the image acquisition device. Assuming the

image acquisition device maintains the same distance from the object and the zoom function



is not used. For example the image acquisition device is positioned directly o the surface of

the object thereby providing a consistent capturing distance. However, if the zoom function

is used or the image acquisition device does not maintain a consistent distance, pre-calculated

values are difficult to use. The positions and distances of the reference points on the object

and the scale factors of the image will need to be recalculated, for example, when a new type

of consumable or sample is to be analyzed.

[0072] Numerous methods m be used to determine the actual pixel-per-inch resolution

of the captured image. The preferred methods are described in detail in the examples which

follow. Two of the methods are using calibration to determine the real pixel- ιo-pixei

resolution of the image and rescaiing a frequency.

[0073] The digital camera can be calibrated to determine the real pixels-per-inch

resolution of the viewed and or captured image. The scale factor of d e digital cajtnera can be

calculated. The scale factor calculation occurs by taking a picture of a reference pattern,

whose physical dimensions are known. Alternatively or in addition, the image acquisition

device or attached lens device may produce repeatable effects on captured images that may

be used as a reference. For example, a magnifier may limit the captured field to a circle with

a known, fixed diameter. In either case, if there are 1SOO pixels covering one inch of the

reference pattern then the resolution is iSOO pixels-per-inch. Next, the scale factor can be

determined by dividing the reference pattern resolution by the actual resolution.

[0074] Geometrical distortion may also be considered when viewing and-'or capturing an

encoded image Misalignment and or rotation can distort an object however both can be

compensated by decoding software. The decoding software can calculate the angle of

rotation in the viewed and/or captured image. Of the many methods used to calculated the

rotation angle one can use the positions of some easily located reference points on the object

or looking for a maximum of a Radon transform for an image with dominant line structures.

Once the rotation angle is calculated, the captured image may be held in its referent position,

to avoid distortion caused by the rotation process (e.g. interpolation on the digital grid blurs

the image). The encoded image decoding parameters use the adjusted rotation angle. For

example, if an encoded image is embedded with 15 degrees screen angle, and it can be

calculated that the object in the captured image was rotated by 3 degrees the adjusted angle of

15 : 3 ::: li< degrees should be used for the decoding algorithm.



[0075] After turning on the instrument and launching the HIAP! software, a "start page"

OUf interface is displayed (Figure 2, right panel). After verifying that the picture on the

screen coincides with how the hardware is actually set up, the first decision the user makes is

whether instrument calibration is necessary. Calibration is unnecessary if the HlAPl has

already been calibrated will) the particular brand of microliter plate consumable the user

wishes to analyze. If calibration is desired, the user prepares and measures calibration plates

(e.g. an empty plate, a plate, filled with DMSO or. other appropriate controls) on the HIAPl

and performs a prescribed calibration routine. This normally takes 10-15 minutes. Once

instrument calibration is completed, the user selects the appropriate protocol to run from the

GUI. and the image acquisition/ results display window appears (Figure 2 right panel). The

user then places the test microliter plate/tube receiver rack on the imaging stage, selects what

artifacts he is interested having the HlAPl classify, and starts die HtAPI measurement

protocol. Since all of the systems can be fully automated, a consumable can be placed by

mechanical means, such as for example, a robotic arm, moving belt or other automated

mechanical means, and the appropriate software protocol can he selected via software

interface. As the user waits for the HIAPI to finish its measurement protocol, the following

processes are executed by the HIAPl. Figure 3 is an illustrative example of general scheme

of such process. In an embodiment of the process, the steps can be broken down into

different steps; (i) image acquisition which involves the use of an imaging acquiring device,

such as for example, a camera: (ii) image standardization which comprises a graphical user

interface or software automation; (iii) image analysis and classification which comprises

processing an image matrix through algorithms wherein image descriptors are calculated and

used for classifying the information obtained from the image; (iv) completion and storage

which comprises aggregating, formatting the data and display of the data by the graphical

user interface or other appropriate means.

[0076] (i ) HIAPI Image Acquisition. In one embodiment, immediately after the

measurement protocol is initiated, the HIAPI software captures a frame from the CCD

camera and imports this frame into the HlAPI computer's RAM memory. At this point in the

process, the microliter plate-'tube receiver rack image is digitized as a 3-dimensional matrix.

This 3-D matrix can be thought of as three stacked two-dimensional matrices, where each 2-

D matrix (X- and Y-axes) represents the 2-D image (length and width) of each color imaged

by the CCD (i.e. red, green or blue) and the Z-axis contains the values of the three color

channels associated with the image. Other colors determinations comprises use of filters like,



for example, bandpass filters, Bayer (liters, absorptive filters, dichroic fillers, infrared filters,

ultraviolet filters, neutral density filters, longpass filters, shonpass filters, gυided-mode

resonance fillers, polarizers, n the like.

[0077] (ii) HIAPI image Standard/cation. After acquisition, HIAPl digital image

processing tools subject the captured image to a series of filters that standardize its features

before analytical processing begins. This standardization process can consist of the following

steps: (1) Area of Interest (AOl) Creation: Jn this step, sections o f microliter plate (e.g., the

border and skirt o f the plate) are not needed for further analyses are discarded. Since the

compound plate tube receiver rack being interrogated is located in a rigid plate stage, the AOl

is determined only once (during instrument calibration) for each plate iype and then fixed

within every image that HIAPl captures thereafter from that particular plate type. Any

information outside the AOl is discarded in this slep, as it provides o useful information and

increases the amount of time required for downstream image processing. In. the case of lhe

3D matrix, this is accomplished by discarding a fixed border in each of the color channels. (2)

Application of environmental corrections: Any compensation needed to correct for artifacts

due to illumination conditions, optical distortion by compound plate features, etc. is corrected

in this step. One method the HlAPl uses to correct for environmental conditions is to

perform "image subtraction." In this procedure values from the calibration image matrix (as

with the AOl. stored during instrument calibration) are subtracted from the current image

matrix. A simple example of this tvpe of correction would be if dust or particulate were io

settle on the telocentric lens of the HlAPl. Detected during calibration, it would be

subtracted from each image the HlAPI acquired to ensure it was not categorized as a false-

positive. (3) Threshold Determination: This is actuaih a two step procedure where d e RGB

image is convened to grayscale and then further into a single, 2-D binary image. The

conversion from grayscale to binary compares each pixel value against a given threshold to

determine if the value of that pixel should be ultimately represented as a 1 or O. Iu some

cases, the HIAPI can use a histogram approach, known as Oisif s method (Otsu IEKF. Trans.

Sys., Man.. Cyher. 9: 62-66, 1<>79). to determine threshold. (4) Objecl Identification and

Enhancement: The HlAPI can use built-in library functions to enhance and identify objects,

such as morphological operators. These morphological operators are capable of enhancing

and identifying objects then determining their relevant properties. The result o f all

morphological operations is an image frame where all objects have been outlined, filled in

and dilated to make final analysis possible on an image where contrast between distinct



objects has been maximized. In addition to morphological operations, objects ate further

identified and classified by means of histograms and intensify profiles. The data provided by

these histograms and intensity profiles can represent unique 'thumbprints' which provide

information about the shape, color and intensity of items in the wells/tubes of the microliter

plate microlube rack. (5) Image Segmentation: The last step o f image standardization the

HlAPl can perform is a virtual segmentation of the image to separate (he plate rack into

individual wells tubes for analysis. In other wotds, the 2D binary image matrix is partitioned

into a series of much smaller 2D matrices, with each smaller 2D matrix representing a single

well- tube of the plate/rack.

[0078] (iii) HIAPI /mage Analysis and ( lassificaiion. Following image standardization

the data for each 2D binary image matrix can be processed through algorithms in the HLAPI

software which calculate image descriptors and use these descriptors to classify the resulting

information. This includes (but is not limited to) calculating boundaries of objects ithin lhe

image frame and then plotting the distance versus angle signatures of these boundaries.

Signature and boundary information is then analyzed in concert with histograms, image

profiles and properties extracted through morphological operators in previous steps to

classify the contents of the well. The results of each well s classification are recorded into

memory and the process is repeated until all wells have been analyzed,

[0079] (jv) HiAPI performs image capture and analysis rapid!} . For one microliter 384-

well plate, the time is about 1 minute. Further, (he amount of lime required to image and

analyze a plaie is independent of plate density due to the nature of the system. Specifically, a

plate containing 384 wells has roughly the same number of pixels containing well

information as a 1536 well plate. This is because while the number of wells has increased by

a factor of four the number of pixels representing each well has decreased by a factor o f four.

[0080] (v) ( 'omplelion of the HlAPI measurement protocol. Once analysis is completed,

classification data for the entire microti ter plate (or for each well measured) can be

aggregated and formatted into a report for the user to view through the HIAPI's GUl

interface. At this point, the user is prompted as to whether to discard the image or save the

image and the corresponding analysis. The user may also edit parameters for custom

applications. If the image and results are saved, the original source image, along with frames

from any of the preceding steps is stored in the HIAPVs database. A full-color image and a

*.csv file are also saved on the HlAPI computer hard drive, which is readily accessible to the

user if desired.



[0081] Image aci/uisition, standardization; color ''artifact" determination, empty-well

"artifact" determination . The HlAPl software processes begin when all image data is

imported from the CCD camera into HlAPl's computer memory. Figure 4 illustrates how the

HIAPl is capable of enhancing the images of microliter plate wells/ microtυbe receiver rack

iiuo meaningful quantitative information thai enables automated classification. After

selection of the AOI, one of the first steps in the HIAPl performs is the extraction of color

information, which is analyzed in terms of pixel intensity at each color channel. Clearly

visible in the first row of "raw" COD images in Figure 4 is the presence of a red compound.

The resulting histograms from this image are immediately used to determine the color(s)

present in a well ("red"): the amount of variance in color across a well is also important, since

it combined with other downstream determinations (Le. "precipitate") to better classify the

type of artifact present in the well ("red" i "precipitate" ~ "ted precipitate"). Following the

extraction of all color channel histogram data, image subtraction is performed as a method of

environmental correction; i.e. HlAPl compares the interrogated well to art empty well or

deduces that the well is empty based on pre-determined parameters. If a well is empty, it

results i a "black" image and there is no further processing necessary. If the well is not

empty, then the resulting image highlights the distinguishing features quantified in its 2-D

matrix.

[0082] The next step, illustrated by Figure 4. is the conversion of the image subtraction

result into grayscale. This removes color information, which is necessary for downstream

processing. While this is a 'flattening ' of the image from 3-D to 2-D, the intensity values

representing objects of interest are retained. When the image is at this stage, meaningful

information can be obtained in the form of grayscale histograms and "distance" profiles

(Figure 4). Grayscale histograms and distance profiles provide an assessment of pixel

intensity across a selected cross-section of the well in the case of the HlAPI analysis

illustrated in Figure 4, the selected cross-section passes horizontally through the center of the

well. The last stage of image processing uses a threshold to convert the grayscale image to a

binary image. The end result represents the objects present in a given well that had an

intensity greater than the defined threshold. These binary objects undergo enhancement

routines to remove spurious objects which might otherwise be identified as false positives in

downstream analyses. Filially, the enhanced binary objects can be put through algorithms to

extract and plot their boundaries, known as "signatures" (Figure 4).



[0083] Ima Analysis, Precipitate, Partially FiUeJ Well Determination - Classification.

With ail of the information from the preceding steps, final image analysis combines object

signatures, morphological properties, histograms and distance profile information together to

determine how the contents of a well should be classified. From Figure 4, it can be seen that

certain patterns exist; these (and the results of other algorithms) can be distinguished from

each other as follows: t ) Partially filled wells have object signatures which are erratic in

shape and have significant variation in amplitude across the signature. In terms of

morphological properties, the ceiuroid location will be offset from the center of the image

and object area will be noticeably less than the area of the well which is pre-delermined

during the calibration of the HJAPl. 2) "Normal" wells (those containing enough compound

liquid to cover the bottom of the well and without precipitate), have binari/ed objects which

look similar to toroids ("donuts"). The signature for these objects is fiat; the centroid of the

object analyzed is very close to the absolute center of the image and its area is equivalent to

the area of the well. Calculation of an Euler number also aids in the analysis of these images;

in this case it represents the number of objects detected in the image, minus the number of

holes in the objects. "Normal" wells have an Euler number of about 0 . .V Empty wells will

be represented by a black image frame after image subtraction in all cases, so no further

properties are necessary for classification. Wells containing precipitate are represented by a

solid circular object in the binari/ed image and have fiat signatures, similar to tion-

problematic welts. However the amplitude of the signattires is significantly lower than seen

in the signature of a non-problematic well. These wells typically also have an Euler number

of 1, an object area equivalent to half the area of the well and a centroid located in the center

of the well.

[0084] The HlAPl is fully capable of automated artifact analysis in a variety of HTS

consumables. See, the Examples section which follows and Table 1.

[0085] In a preferred embodiment, one or more filters are employed in the HlAPl and

NIR-HIAPl systems. For example, use of optical (liters (e.g., cold filters) that block the

visible wavelengths (0.4-0.78 µm), charge-coupled devices (CCDs) used in digital cameras

and camcorders can be used to sense NIR light out to around 1100 nm Other regions of the

NlR spectrum can be viewed using devices such as indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs-0.9 µm

to 1.7 µm) and indium antirnonide (InSb-- 1.0 µm to 5.0 µm) focal plane array (FPA)

detectors. These integrated wavelength NlR imaging approaches allow one to study relative

light intensities of objects over broad ranges of the NlR spectrum.



[0086] hi another preferred embodiment, (he filters comprise one or more of; Polati/ed,

Attenuated, dichroic, emission excitation. Longpass, Shortpass, Bandpass. Notch Coated,

Dielectric, light diffυser. polarizing or combinations thereof.

[0087] The use of dielectric interference filters in combination with NlR FPAs is one

method in which chemical information can be obtained from a sample. To form NIR

chemical images, a NlR light beam is defocused to illuminate a wide field of view and the

reflected or transmitted light from the illuminated area is imaged onto a two-dimensional NIR

detector. A selection of discrete dielectric interference filters provided in a filter wheel or a

linearly variable or circularly variable format can be positioned in front of a broadband NfR

light source or in front of the NlR FPA itself in order to collect NlR wavelength resolved

images. Typically the use of several fixed bandpass filters is sometimes needed to access the

entire NIR spectrum. The spatial resolution of the NlR image approaches that of the optical

microscope, while spectral resolution of several nanometers has been demonstrated.

[0088] Acousto-optic tunable filters (AOTFs) have been employed as no-moving-par ιs

imaging spectrometers for NlR imaging. The AOTF is a solid-state dev ice that is capable of

functioning from the IiV to the tnid-IR depending on the choice of the filter's crystal material.

Operation of the AOTF is based on the interaction of light with a traveling acoustic sound

wave in an anisotropic crystal medium. The incident light is diffracted with a narrow spectral

bandpass when an RF signal is applied to the de\ ice. By changing the applied RF frequency

under computer control the spectral passband can be tuned rapidly with the benefit of non-

moving parts.

[0089] In another preferred embodiment, imaging can combine diffraction-limited spatial

resolution with high spectral resolution allowing for collection of high resolution (spectral

and spatial) data using liquid crystal (LC) imaging spectrometers. In general, LC devices

provide diffraction-limited spatial resolution. The spectral resolution of the LC imaging

spectrometer is comparable to that provided by dispersive monochromator and Fourier

transform interferometers. In addition, LC technology provides high out of band rejection,

broad free spectral range, moderate transmitta πce, high overall etendue and highly

reproducible random access computer controlled tuning.

[0090] Under normal NIR imaging operation, LC imaging spectrometers allow NIR

chemical images of samples to be recorded at discrete wavelengths (energies). A spectrum is

generated corresponding to thousands of spatial locations at the sample surface by tuning the



LC imaging spectrometer oxer a range of wavelengths and collecting NlR images

systematically. Contrast is generated in the images based on the relative amounts of NlR

absorption, transmittance or reflectance that is generated by the different species located

throughout the sample. Since a high quality NIR spectrum is generated for each pixel

location, a wide variety of chetnometric analysis tools, both univariate and multivariate, can

be applied to the NIR image data to extract pertinent information. Correlative multivariate

routines are particularly powerful when applied to chemical images collected from samples

intentionally seeded with a known standard material. This approach of incorporating

calibration standards within an image field of view can be extended to quantitative chemical

image analysis. In addition, digital image analysis procedures can also be applied to high

image quality NlR chemical images to perform routine particle analysis in both two (2D) and

three (3D) spatial dimensions. Volumetric 3D NlR chemical image analysis can be

performed very effectively using numerical deconvolution computational strategies.

[0091] Without further elaboration it is believed that one skilled in the art can, using the

preceding description, utilize the present invention to its fullest extent The following

examples are offered by way of illustration, not by way of limitation. While specific

examples have been prox ided, the above description is illustrative and not restrictive. Any

one or more of the features of the previously described embodiments can be combined in any

manner with one or more features of any other embodiments in the present invention.

Furthermore, many variations of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art

upon review of the specification.

[0092] All publications and patent documents cited in tins application are incorporated by-

reference in pertinent part for all purposes to the same extent as if each individual publication

or patent document were so individually denoted. By their citation of \arious references in

this document. Applicants do not admit any particular reference is "prior art" to their

invention.

EXAMPLES

[0093] Tlie following non-limiting Examples serve to illustrate selected embodiments of

the invention. It will be appreciated that variations in proportions and alternatives in

elements of the components shown will be apparent to those skilled in the art and are within

the scope of embodiments of the present invention.



[0094] NIR-HIAPl Instrument fabrication: NIR imaging in a transmission-mode requires

that the near-infrared lighi source be placed to penetrate through a IViTP for measurement by

a NlR detector on the opposite side. Transmission mode measurements provide an average

signal from the depth (/-axis) while maintaining spatial separation across the pixel plane (x, y

axis). Due to the nature of NIR and its weak absorbanee interactions, iransmiltance mode

measurements are well suited to ascertain solvent (e.g. DMSO) and contaminant (e.g. water)

content. Several key pieces of hardware can be incorporated into a HlAPI platform (Figure

10).

[0095] Camera Integration; State of the art NIR cameras use InGaAs focal plane arrays

(FPA) with outstanding sensitivity in the 900-P00- µm range. Unlike earlier NlR cameras,

no special cryogenic support hardware was needed, simplifying integration and support. Data

acquired using a 20 x 256 FPA provided adequate resolution for prototyping and testing.

High performance NlR cameras are currently available using 640 512 FPA hich increase

pixel resolution by 4-fold, desirable for full plate imaging. Newer NlR cameras are capable

of a programmable frame rate of 1-125 H/. 14 bit dynamic range and a 50 MH/ data transfer

rate allowing for rapid image acquisition and minimal TP exposure to the environment and

infrared heat. Cameras with combined visible light and NIR sensitivity are also available.

The FPA sensors are of the 2 3 or 1 array types requiring a larger lens mount (45mm or F-

mounO than the smaller CCD VlS detectors (C-mount). See, for example, Figure 11 for

optimal placement of the two cameras in a prototype.

[0096] NfH Camera/te/eccntric /ens: NIR light in the 0.7-1.7 micron range is highly

compatible with most standard glass optical components used for visible light imaging.

Optical lens-filters made of plastics should be avoided to minimize NIR loss. Telecentric

lenses also require customized optical coatings to correct for chromatic aberration and focal

plane when using NlR light. However said, the corrections needed produced an acceptable

VIS image when properly coupled to a higher resolution (5 to 8-MP) CCD based camera. A

customized NIR telecenlric lens was obtained to evaluate NIR and VIS camera performance.

A single optical train with image splitter can also be pursued. In another alternative, the

HlAPi can have two separate optical trains for dual camera integration into single

instrumental platform. Another option is to select a NIR camera with an extended VlS scan

range of 0.4- 1.7 microns, with RGB filters on the filter wheel to extract colonmelric

information.



[0097] QTH NIR Light source/ β user: NlR s well as VIS light is efficiently generated

by most blnckbody sources including qnarly tungsten halogen lamps. DC-regulated fiber

optic illuminators with low output power ripple («).4%) are readily available for machine

vision lighting. Variable intensity control and filter mounts may also required to select VIS

and NIR bandwidlhs while eliminating infrared heat. The HlAPI also incorporated two

optica! trains, such that the light source was inserted (see Figure 1) between the MTP and

telocentric lens of the VlS CCD camera end for reflectance, and provided NlR light for

transmission mode Chemical Imaging on the opposite side. However, a single optical train

for both cameras may require two light sources (reflectance; transmission mode) to provide

for sequential image acquisition.

[0098] Filter sets: Greater quantitative accuracy for DMSO and water measurements used

optical fillers to produce two images: principally in the CH vibrational modes; and in the OH

vibrafional modes. This dual image analysis avoided covatiance absorbance issues by

separating the DMSO signal from that of water. Commercially available NlR interference

filters are available in narrow and broad band-pass arrangements. These filters were

implemented using a filter wheel enher directly from the light source or within the camera

body. Camera integration of the filters provided better NIR imaging but can introduce optical

aberrations (image sharpness) and focal changes due to refractive index modification.

Visible light filter sets can also be used to measure absorbance of light at defined bandpasses

to aid in artifact detection or color determination.

[0099] Data analysis a software tool development; Il has been shown that a

quantitative relationship for DMSO, water and volume content can be derived by simply

using an unaided NlR camera image. However covariance (∆ water with ∆ volume) was not

addressed. This issue was resolved by separating the DMSO band from (he water band using

a filter wheel. To resolve two overlapping spectra contributions a two point absorbance

measurement was needed. NlR band-pass filters for signals at the 1 1 µ and 1.55µ

absorbance bands resolved DMSO and water respectively. Since two unknowns and two

measurements are made, a Beer-Lambert derivation was applied to calculate the final

concentrations | A - absorbance, e-molar absorptivity constant, b pathiength and c-

concentration I.

[00100]

[00101]



[00102] Gk en the additional factor of paihJength, Simplex Optimization for an

imderdetermined system can be applied. Consequently two chemical images followed by

image processing allow for weli-volume and OMSO-hydration determination to be derived.

The HlAPI system was validated from a number of MTP types (table 1). Since MTP well

profiles vary (vendor to vendor), non-linear relationships between well volume and depth was

expected. Absorbance measurements with respect to quantitative DMSO and water analysis

of nonlinear regressions dedicated for each plate type and manufacturer was conducted. For

this work, a calibration set of DMSO samples with water varying from 0% to 30"' was used

for regression model training. Evaluation was performed using the same samples doped and

iindoped with K)OwM compound mixture (TBD) and placed randomly within various test

plates. The analysis was deemed successful if reported quantities were within 10% of the

actual value and reproducibility of the measurement was within -3% variance. Finally,

actual compound plates will be evaluated to generate a plate map view of DMSO hydration.

Results were compared to destructive sampling of select wells using refractive index

measurements or an acoustic auditing appliance during the beta-testing phase.

[00103] When a NlR camera FPA was aligned with MTP well rows, signal transects

across select pixel rows provided a wealth of information as discussed above. Normal wells

with dissolved compound produced strong even plateau that illuminated the entire well,

producing a wide-Oat peak. Crystallization produced jagged peaks while air bubbles

manifested as irregular shaped plateau, often clipped and narrow in width. First derivative

analysis of pixel transected across well rows using minimal thresholds setting for height and

width was developed for rapid and simplified QC determination of the compound well state.

Large periodic inflection points mark solution/wall boundaries and were easily identified by

first derivative calculations that triggered secondary inspection within the well domain for

additional points of inflections. Given set threshold values these secondary points of

inflection signaled formatting problems such as crystallization or droplet formation.

[00104] Hyperspeciral imaging is an advanced application development and part of a class

of techniques commonly referred to as spectral imaging. With the application of heat-map

image acquisition of optically filtered light a set of 'spectral images' was collected. Each

image represented a range in the NIR spectral band. These 'images' were then combined and

formed a three dimensional hyperspectrai cube for processing and analysis. Hyperspectral

documentation to generate plate libraries provided a means o f comparing plate changes

through time. The primary advantages to hyperspectral imaging is that multiple spectra is



acquired at each pixel point, eliminating the need iot a priori knowledge of the sample and

allowing for post-processing datasel to be mining. Differential hyperspectrai image analysis

was used as Q C" test for compound plate fidelity.

[00105] instrument calibration ami evaluation: The software process of analyzing a

microliter plate for artifacts was broken up uuo three major sections: image acquisition,

image standardization and image analysis. After image acquisition and preprocessing steps

were completed, the HlAW analysis routine took the processed frames and inspected

indi\ idual wells. The goal of this inspection was to classify each well by using

characteristics available from the prcprocessed image frame to determine compound/well

problems {bubbles ppt.. empty, etc.). An initial prototyping of these classifications involved

determining a set of static thresholds for a given microliter plate. The calibrations may

require validation from a number of MTP types (Table 1).

[00106] Success was measured by comparing software detection and tagging results of

defect wells against the know a pattern generated by a robotic liquid workstation or another

appropriate method. Calibration and evaluation for sample precipitation can use a

hydrophilic compound that can be forced oυt of solution by the addition of UMSO. For

example, bicuculline methobromide was one such compound among many that had been

identified to be piobiematic in remaining soluble in DMSO. This method was validated by

HPLC-MS to measure "'compound as solute" prior and post precipitation. An alternative

methodology can be borrowed from an accepted nepheiometry protocol where an aliquot of

silica suspension is dispensed with a liquid-handling workstation into a DMSO well to

produce strong light scattering as a colloid.

[00107] Development of a robust, mer-friendly database query took The HlAPI results

database is important foi documentation and review of HIAPI results within the user-



interface software. The database itself functioned as a repository of experimental parameters

and results for archival and documentation purposes. Ii was also useful for ad hoc queries to

identify wells with particular features of interest. For example, queries to identify all "blue"

wells returned a list of compound IDs, along with associated images and other features the

user may be interested in. Queries were also conducted using SQL commands in a non-user-

friendly interface; however, other embodiments address the construction of a user-friendly

query tool that facilitated custom queries of the database. Creation of report templates by the

HlAPI. user populated with selected HIAPl results, was also performed.

[00108] ( "( 7 > Image Analysis; Precipitate and Artifacts: CCD images of plates (MTP)

were taken using visible light, and well analysis was executed for various defects and

artifacts ,as shown in Figure 4 . Presented are live well types including a full DMSO control

well, partial filled well with bubble, colored compound, precipitated compound, and an

empty well. Machine vision processing is emulated using MATLAB software and image

analysis applications to convert the images to signals that can be translated by computers in

real-time.

[00109] A six step process was used to reduce the initial image into an '"object signature"

(see last row of Figure 4) with a digital threshold that is clearly distinct for each well type in

the first step, image subtraction from a completely empty MTP was performed. Normal wells

(DMSO) and normal wells with colored compounds have binari/.ed image objects which

looked similar to toroids (i.e. donuts). The "object signature" for these was a flat plateau; the

centroid of the object analyzed a very close to the absolute center of the image and its area

is equivalent to the area of the well.

[001 J0| Calculation of an Euler number also aided in the analysis of these images; in this

case it represented the number of objects detected in the image, minus the number of holes in

the objects. Partially filled wells have "object signatures" which are erratic i shape and have

significant variation in amplitude across the field. In terms of morphological properties, the

centroid location can be offset from the center of the image and the object area can be

noticeably less than the area of the well. Wells with precipitate are represented by a solid

circular object in the binari/ed image and have flat signatures, similar to non-problematic

wells. However the amplitude of the signatures was significantly lower than seen in the

signature of a non-pioblematic well These wells also had a different Euler number, an object

area equivalent to half the area of the well and a centroid located in the center. Empty wells

had a black image frame after image subtraction from a control plate, so no further properties



were necessary for classification. The "object signature' - was zero across the field ami quite

different from the normal DMSO filled wells.

[00111] Image ro ss : Image processing began when all image data was imported to

analyze MTP weils as selected "Areas oflnterest" (AOI). Λs a Inst step the extraction of

color information was performed, which is evaluated m terms of pixel intensity al each color

channel. Clearly visible in the first row of "raw" CCD images (Figure 4) was the presence of

a red compound. The resulting color channel histograms from this image were immediately

used to determine the color(s) present in a well and any variance across, since it will combine

later with other downstream determinations to better classify the well type present (e.g. red

- "precipitate" - "red precipitate"). Following the extraction of all color channel d ta image

subtraction was performed from an empty control plate. If a lest well was empty, it resulted

in a "black" image and there wa no further processing necessary. If d e well was not empty,

then the resulting image highlighted the distinguishing fealuies quantified in its 2-D matrix.

Note that extraneous information, such as the data representing plastic around the well was

not present in this image. The next step illustrated was the cotnersion of the subtracted

image into grayscale (Figure 4). This removed color information, which was not necessary

for downstream processing. While this rendered the data matrices representing the image

from 3-D to 2-D. the intensity values representing objects of interest were retained. When

the image is at this stage, meaningful information can be obtained in the form of grayscale

histograms and "distance" profiles. Grayscale histograms and distance profiles provided an

assessment of pixel intensity across a selected cross-section of the well. In the case of MTP

analysis, the selected cross-section passed horizontally through the center of the well. The

last stage of image processing used a threshold to convert the grayscale image to a binary

image. The end result represented the objects present in a given well that had an intensity

greater than the defined threshold. These binary objects underwent enhancement routines to

remove spurious objects which might otherwise be identified as false positives in downstream

analyses. Finally the enhanced binary objects was put through algorithms to extract and plot

their boundaries, known as "object signatures" These results were successful in identifying

the state of a MTP compound well and its artifacts. When optimized, the methodology lends

itself quickly to full automation.

[00112] Sear-Infrared (SIR) Analysis: The NlR range at -0.7-2.5 microns is at an

intermediate region of the electromagnetic spectrum, between the imaging capabilities of

visible light and the chemical fingerprinting of infrared spectroscopy. The data presented



both spectioscopie and imaging features that can be expioited for nondestructive analysis of

HTS compound collections. Weak absorption arises from overtone and combination

stretching/bending of the O-H and C-H bonds. These weak NlR interactions are an important

asset, allowing for deep penetration into a sample for both qualitative and quantitative

information. NlR analysis was well suited for water content analysis of dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO). without interference from the solvated pharmaceutical compound. To demonstrate

these features, DVlSO and water samples were analy/.ed in the NlR region as presented. A

calibration set of eight samples was prepared to span the 0-3O1 i range for water in DMSO

(VA'"). Calibration samples were placed into 1-cτn spectrometry cuvette and analyzed o an

Ocean Optics NIRD121 spectrometer and data in Figure 5Q presents the raw NIR absorbance

scans.

[00113] Water vibrational bands at 1.45- 1 55-µm were assigned to the first combination

and the first overtone vibrational modes of the OH-bond. Although some overlap ith CH-

vibrational bands can ocαir, the 1 55-µm region was relatively free of any interference

demonstrating excellent linearity ith water content (Figure 5H).

[00114] DXLSO Analysis was also possible from several CH absorption bands, including

the 1.69 and i .7 i -µm doublet and the 1.18-µm singlet that can be assigned to first

combination and first overtone vibrational modes. In particular, the \ .18-µm band was

unique to CH vibrational modes and relatively free of water interference as shown in Figure

5A. A linear calibration can therefore be performed for DMSO with a diminishing series of

absorbance peaks at 1.18-µm as shown in Figure 5B.

[00115] MTP and NlR absorbance occured as the plastic (typically polypropylene)

contributed to the 1.69 and 1 1µ 1,18µm singlet vibrational modes for CH stretch as

shown in Figure 51. Tins absorbance contribution was a fixed constant that was corrected, by

signal subtraction from a control plate from each plate type.

[00116] mp ound Interference is unlikely since their concentrations are no more than

100 milli-molar and are predicted to produce a CH vibrational absorbance >2 decades below

that of DMSO. Consequently, quantifying water and DMSO in the NIR region was free of

interference from solvated compounds. This is demonstrated in Figure 5 where a sample of

100-mM acetaminophen in 75% DMSO (water balance) was compared against a DMSO

control.



[00117] hi summary, NlR spectroscopy was well suited for the QC analysis of compounds

stored in plastic consumables.

[00118] NJR <Iwmieal Imaging (( ) Plaifomr Recent developments in NlR imaging

technology I e led to the ad\ancement of InGaΛs focal plane arrays (FPA) with outstanding

sensiliv ity in the 900- 1700-µm range. A SC4000 SWIR FLlR camera with a 320 256 pixel

array was selected for this work and has a high speed readout (420H/) without the need for

any special cryogenic support. The camera was coupled to a 0.08X primary magnification

telecentric lens. A quail/ tungsten-halogen (QTH) lamp with a light diffuser was used as a

blackbody NJR radiator. Optical analysis was performed in transmission mode.

[00119] Water and I)MSO by NiR ( "hemical Imaging: NIR-imaging can be used for

qualitative assessment with DMSO volume was tested using a 384-vv polypropylene plate

(Costar 3065) and filled with varying levels of respect to sample volume and levels of

hydration. To demonstrate this capability, a 384 well MTP plate was selected and filled with

varying levels of DMSO and water. Image analysis of the central AOl (6,400 pixels) of each

well provided the a\ erase profile intensity for each volume.

[00120] DMSO volume a tested using a 384-w polypropylene plate (Costar 3965) and

filled with varying lex els of pure DMSO. The absorbance gradient observed from the top left

well to the bottom right is principally due to CH overtone, combinational vibrational mode

absorbance. Note that the images produce a cross-like pattern (Figure 5E) due to the

additional CIl overtone. combinational contributions from the polypropylene plate. DMSO

spatial analysis of the central 6.400 pixels for each well provides an average volumetric

profile intensity that has a linear relationship to depth.

[0012 JI The same analysis was applied for qualitative assessment of compound plates with

respect to water content. As shown in Figure 5F, the same 384-w polypropylene plate

(Costar 965 was selected and filled to a set volume of 50-uL for all wells tested. Several

mixtures of water to DMSO (Top left to bottom right: 0%. 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%) were

tested. Using the protocol described above, the profile intensity of each well was determined

and the data was fitted to a second order curve (Figure 5F). Unlike the NIR

spectrophotometer, a linear relationship was not found due to the additional contribution of

CH \ibrational modes from the DMSO. Future work can use optical filters on the NlR

camera to separate bandwidths for Oil and CH vibrational modes. Nevertheless, the



unaltered NIR camera tested demonstrates "proof-of-concept" wilh respect to Chemical

Imaging and quantitative analysis that can be extrapolated from KiR images.

[00122] ( nmf u fnierforonciii and NlR ( miea! Imaging: Solvated pharmaceuticals in

DMSO are generally less than 100 millimolar and were predicted to produce a CH vibrational

absorbance >2 decades below that of DMSO. Figure 6A presents two 6-well images

juxtaposed to present a "visible light" image and a fR image of the identical MTP wells.

From upper left to lower right comers the test wells were filled using color dyes as described

(Figure 6A). Although the images were vividly distinct in die visible light CCD imaging,

they were unremarkable by NlR imaging. A bar graph plot (Figure 6B) of the average pixel

value ( 1 ,0(K) pixel average) also confirmed the lack of any color distinction. Fhe lack of

significant absorbance also applies to colorless compounds.

[00123] The IiIAPl enhances the visibility compound precipitate, crystals and bubbles.

Figure 7 is a NlR image of four wells v ith these different artifacts present. Noteworthy is

that the dissolved compound produced no absorbance: however concentrated compounds (i.e.

crystals) exhibited a strong NlR absorbance (CH combinational/overtone modes). The pixel

signal transect of the four imaged wells clearly indicated profiles unique to each artifact

deviations. The "normal well" with dissolved compound produced a strong, even plateau that

illuminated the full well, corresponding to a wide-fiat peak. Crystallization produced several

jagged peaks while aii bubbles manifested as irregular shaped plateau, clipped and narrow in

width. First derivative analysis of pixel transects across well rows with minimal thresholds

for height and width was developed for rapid QC determination of these different compound

states.

[00124] Despite its lower resolution, the NlR camera's 320 • 256 pixel array can be used

for full-plate analysis. Shown n Figure is the NIR image from a NUNC 3 4 compound

plate (Cat# 264573) with several artifacts. When imaged in the NlR-HlAPl (top-view

imaging), various artifacts are clearly visible. Simple pixel transect profiling distinguishes

wells containing artifact: specifically, the pixel transect of row "I" and demonstrates a simple

"visual to digital" conversion of information.

[00125] The ability of NlR to penetrate deeply into a sample can be used to analyze

microtubes. another type of popular consumable used for storage of HTS compound libraries

(Figure 9). For this experiment, three tubes were assembled and sealed prior to imaging. As

shown in Figure 9, from right to left these lubes are 100'!« water; 100% DMSO and empty.



[00126] NIR imaging as performed across a variety of tube and plate types as

manufactured by different vendors. NfR images were performed in NlR transmission mode

in "top-down" ajid "bottom-up" viewpoints. Four rows of samples were prepared to evaluate

HIAPl capabilities with respect to compound interference; well volume; precipitation

detection and solvent composition (Water/DMSO). The results are detailed in Table 1,

above.

[00127] MT p iaie automation H A I Immanent; The HlAP! can be automated, for

example, with respect to plate handling. A number of commercial products are amenable to a

plate storage and retrieval system, with hardware to pick plates from the storage device (e.g. a

plate carousel) and place them on the HIAPl stage for analysis, then return the plate to the

storage device after analysis has finished,

[00128] Advance cυlorimeinc analysis tools: Color determination can aid JlTS assay-

screening better when translated to wavelength transmission for spectroscopic interference

determination. Two post-image analysis procedures comprise an algorithm that takes raw,

unprocessed data from the camera's pixel sensors and processes it with knowledge of the

Bayer filter spectral profile. The Bayer color filter array is a popular format for digital VlS

CCD based acquisition of color images. Correlating RGB A/D signal values relative to the

spectral functions would provide a direct way of estimating wavelength from color. An

alternative approach would be to take a processed frame and extract color information by

examining color space (RGB, HIS. CIE) data. A user could define boundaries representing

colors or wavelengths of interest as These boundaries would then be used to partition color

assignments into wavelength domains.

[00129] Λtlwnce image analysis tools: In addition to specific techniques discussed, the

overall usefulness and usability of the instrument was increased by applying machine

learning techniques. The QA measurements were based on pre-determined thresholds set for

each MTP type and tuned with calibration standards. However, advanced versions of HLAPI

analyses can allow the user to interactively classify individual wells within a microti ler plate

through a GUI interface. The data gathered during this pre-inspection classification can then

be processed using machine learning algorithms to allow quick training of unique artifacts,

generating better accuracy and allowing for the addition of alternative labware. These same

machine learning algorithms ca provide a post-inspection QC option, which provides an

operator a means to verify QA measurements and make any necessary corrections within the

same interacts e GUI. Corrections would then be added to a training knowledge base and



used Io increase the overall accuracy of the instrument. By extending the classification to

include machine learning algorithms the HlAPf platform can also provide support for novel

uses (e.g. micro-arrays tubes) and detect previously undefined artifacts. An example of a

new /undefined artifact may include anal} sis of MTP mold deformities (e.g. imbedded delects,

stress fractures, broken plates), or extended use to HTS bio-a,ssay plates for QC validation.

[00130] J remediation icchnohgier. Micro-scale remediation will examine the

integration of drying agents with liquid handler workstations to provide selective water

removal and recovery of precipitated compounds in MTP plates. Current methods using

ultra-sonication to re-dissolve precipitated compounds generally fail, since increased DMSO

hydration is often the primary' cause of decease solubility. Only the removal of water can

remediate the problem. The Table below provides an illustrative example of potential drying

agents.

[00131] In particular. Zeolites are molecular sieves (3Λ 4A) that are highly-selective for

water and have been used to dry DMSO to IO-ppm46 or less. It is estimated that only 15-

mg of a 4A sieve is needed to dry a 10-µL sample of -30% water in DMSO from a 1536

compound plate. Zeolites are available as powders ( -5-10 micron) or as extruded

pellets/spheres. Spheres of 14-30 mesh si/.e are commercially available with a 0.6- 1.4mm

diameter. Such spheres can be easily packed into disposable micro-pipette tips, without

significant flow interference, and used with a liquid handler workstation to automate (he

liquid withdrawn. Drying agents can also be obtained with a visible indicator for moisture

using ammonium tetrachlorocobal(ate(ll ) (NI-l4);CoCU or cobalt chloride CoCk This will

cause the agent to be blue when dry and pink when hydrated for visual verification. Several

drying agents (table 3) are selected for testing on disposable tips for 3K4-w and i 536-\\ plates.



Water removal from DMSO can be tested using either NlR analysis or through refractive

index mea urements leading to direct testing of precipitated compounds in MTP wells. To

drive solubility to completeness, each treated plate can be resealed and heated using a plate

sonicator. Plates can be visually inspected after 24-hrs post treatment for precipitation and

HPLC-MS can be used to Q the molecular mass and quantity.

[00132] Although the invention has been illustrated and described with respect to one or

more implementations, equivalent alterations and modifications will occur to others skilled in

the art upon the reading and understanding of tins specification and the annexed drawings. In

addition, while a particular feature of the invention may have been disclosed with respect to

only one of several implementations such feature may be combined with one or more other

features of the other implementations as may be desired and advantageous for any given or

particular application.

[00133] The Abstract of the Disclosure is provided Io allow the reader to quickly ascertain

the nature of the technical disclosure. It is submitted with the understanding that it will not

be used to interpret or limit the scope or meaning of the following claims.



What is claimed:

1. A system comprising:

a full-spectrum ultraviolet, visible, infrared or near infra red light source for irradiating a

consumable or consumable comprising a sample;

at least one lens i optical alignment with light reflected, transmitted through or emitted

from the sample;

at least one sensor for detecting reflected light from the sample and/or light transmitted

through the sample;

a computer or processor running software for processing and analyzing the reflected or

transmitted light.

2. The system of claim I , further comprising at least one filter in optical alignment with the

light source and or/sensor for receiving light emitted from the light source.

3. I he system of claim 2. wherein a filter comprising at least one of; AOTF, liquid crystal,

polarized, attenuated, dicliroic, emission, excitation, longpass, shortpass, bandpass, notch coated,

dielectric, Bayer filter, or light diffuser.

4 . The system of claim 1. wherein the light source, comprising: blackbody radiator. IR, ItV,

visible, laser, monochromatic, polychromatic, LED, tungsten-halogen, quartz-tungsten halogen,

H arc lamp, Xe arc lamp, electroluminescence or combinations thereof.

5 . The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one sensor is in optical alignment with at least

one lens for focusing light reflected or emitted from or transmitted through the consumable or

consumable comprising a sample.

6. The system of claim I, wherein the at least one sensor comprising: CCD Photodiode,

Photo multiplier tube. IR-NIR arrays. Focal Plane Array, InGaAs photodetector ; VisGaAs

photodetector, InSb photodetector, Quantum Well Infrared photodetector or combinations

thereof.



7. The system of claim 1, wherein the sensor is an image sensor and captures an image of

the reflected, emitted or transmitted light from the sample, consumable or consumable

comprising a sample.

8 . The system of claim 7. wherein the captured images are standardized prior to analysis by

the software.

9 . The system of claim 7, wherein standardization of images by the software comprises at

least one step of:

selecting an area of interest for analysis;

compensating for environmental artifacts;

comparing each pixel value to an assigned threshold value;

identifying and enhancing objects;

segmenting the image.

10. The system of claim 7, wherein the standardized image is analyzed and results stored.

11. The system of claim I, further comprising a graphical user interface and one or more

databases.

12. The system of claim I , wherein said sensor comprising a charge-coupled device (CCD),

focal plane array (FPA), near-infra red (NtR) sensor. NIR-VlS camera or combinations thereof.

13. A method of detecting and analyzing artifacts in a sample, consumable or consumable

comprising a sample, said method comprising:

irradiating the sample with ultraviolet, visible, intra red or near infra red iight;

capturing an image of light reflected from the sample or emitted or transmitted through

lhe sample;

processing and analyzing the image; and,

detecting and analyzing artifacts in a sample, consumable or consumable containing a

sample.



14. The method of claim 13, wherein the software standardizes the image prior to analysis,

said standardizing comprising at least one step of:

selecting an area of interest for analysis;

compensating for environmental artifacts;

comparing each pixel value to an assigned threshold value;

identifying and enhancing objects;

segmenting the image.

1.5. The method of claim 13, wherein analyzing comprises measuring at least one of: (a)

volume of a liquid sample in wells (or microtubes) containing liquid sample, (b) detecting

precipitate, objects or artifacts within microtiter plate wells, (c) classifying colored samples in

microliter plate wells or microtubes; (d) determining contaminants; e) air bubbles; (g) problems

with a consumable.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein DMSO and water are quantitatively assessed wherein

17. The method of claim 16, wherein x is > 0 and y is >0.

18. The method of claim 15, wherein the system further comprises robotic integration,

automation, semi automation or combinations thereof.

19. The method of claim 15, wherein remediation of a contaminant comprises contacting a

sample with a composition which selectively removes the contaminant.
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